I already read that book! Now what?

TRY THESE READ-ALIKES!

FOR ADVENTURE FANS...

Scar Island
by Dan Geimhart

A freak accident leaves the boys of Slabhenge Reformatory School for Troubled Boys without adult supervision. However, their newfound freedom also invites a world of terrible danger.
FOR MONSTER FANS…

Max Helsing and the Thirteenth Curse (Series) by Curtis Jobling
Even though Max comes from a long line of monster hunters, he does his best to be kind and fair to the different ghouls he meets. But when even the friendliest of monsters start attacking him without cause, Max uncovers a terrible curse that threatens to put the whole world in danger.

Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark (Series) by Alvin Schwartz
Filled with ghosts, ghouls, and other creepy creatures, this collection of modern day short stories will make your skin crawl.

Zombie Elementary by Howard Whitehouse
Larry Mullet was your average fourth grader until one of his classmates tried to eat him. Now he and his friends are the resident zombie experts of Brooks Elementary must solve this gory mystery.

FOR SCI-FI FANS…

Last Day on Mars (Series) by Kevin Emerson
Humanity had already fled Earth after its destruction, and now it’s a race against time to flee Mars. Liam Saunders-Chang and his friend Phoebe are set to leave with the last remnants of humanity, only to discover the true nature of time, space, and survival.

The Lost Planet (Series) by Rachel Searles
Chase Garrety wakes up on planet Trucon outside a barrier he should not be able to cross with no memory and a blaster wound on the back of his head. He only knows that he has a mission and that time is running out.

The Super Life of Ben Braver (Series) by Marcus Emerson
Ben Braver is thrust into the world of a secret school for superheroes even though he doesn’t even have powers. From the author of Diary of a Sixth Grade Ninja comes an exciting comic series about the powers we all have deep down.